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Hash Number: 2237 06Jun21 Website – http://www.berkshirehash.co.uk   

Email     – iceman@berkshirehash.co.uk   

 
Venue:  Bisham Abbey  

National Sports Centre 

Hares:  SkinnyDipper, PrettyInPink 

Faye assisted with the recce’ing 

HILL CLIMBERS 

Dunny Rampant Donut Hashgate Iceman Donna RandyMandy Gnasher Motox Foghorn Spot Spex 
LoudonTasteless Mrs Blobby Mr Blobby C5 HotDog Pantaloon Tequilova NoSole Slapper Josie BGB 
LittleStiffy SlakBladder and dogs Ava and Masie Pyro and dog Whisper Horny Helmet Twanky Swallow 
SlowSucker AWOL CouchPotato Andy WaveRider NappyRash Lila (hope that’s spelt correctly!) 
HappyFeet DoorMatt Florence Zebedee Dipstick Stuart Lonely 

LOST BOYS AND GIRLS 

t was one of those days when Donut and I found it easy to lose ourselves. No, not in a mindfulness 
exercise. More in a losing our mind kind of way. Firstly, we couldn’t find the Hash car park at Bisham 
Abbey, preferring to motor slowly around the entire estate (and visiting several other car parks on 

the way). Secondly, we got lost twice on the Trail, resulting in us arriving at the beer stop well after the 
rest of the BH3 dipsomaniacs had staggered on their way. More of this later. 
 
As you can see from the above cast list, a mass of Hashers had turned up. There was much chattering 
in the (finally found – doh!) car park and it was great to see newbies Lila and Donna joining us. They 
were introduced and welcomed by GM Rampant during the Circle. Our Hares stepped forward. 
Unfortunately, Hare Faye couldn’t be with us so PrettyInPink (an interesting Hash name for a rather 

manly chap) and SkinnyDipper introduced us 
to their Trail. Twanky has kindly provided a 
view of the route and here it is. He reckons 
the shape is quite like Budgie the Little 
Helicopter. My immediate thought was that a) 
he’s showing his age and b) his sycophantic 
obsession with ex-Royals is now out in the 
open. 
 
Our two groups (runners and walkers) were 
very interested in the beer stop and ice-cream 
stop that our Hares had provided, the former 
for the runners and the latter for the walkers. 
Rather typical of SkinnyDipper to include 
some innovation into her Trail. 
 
With thoughts of alcohol and food (so BH3 

     ) the groups On Outed. We runners (he 

said smugly, having not run for 9 months) 
trotted through a field containing friendly 
young bullocks. Some of our number were not 
too keen on the idea and one of the bullocks 

reciprocated the feeling by having a major wee as we streamed past. 
 
These lovely meadows basked in bright sunshine with only the incessant roar of traffic on the nearby 
A404 marginally spoiling our enjoyment of the countryside. Followed by Spex, we slipped through a 
tunnel under the road and fetched up at the base of the steep, wooded hill. Gnasher and RandyMandy 
joined us from the left, giving me the slightly eye-widening news that they had just enjoyed a, ahem, bio 
break in the stream just along the path. We hurried on. 
 
The Trail wound like a particularly lengthy and arthritic anaconda all the way up the hill and Donut and 
I lost Spex and found BGB and Josie. This is where I shall lay the blame for getting lost four-square on 
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BGB (not Josie because she’s a very pleasant lady and he’s an easy target, even if he’s our President). 
We all started chatting, breathlessly and very in need of CPR and oxygen as we struggled up the slopes 
and, finally having reached a flattish bit, ran onwards, confident that we were on Trail and still chatting. 
Passing a group of youthful sandwich-munchers on a bench a quarter of a mile on we realised we hadn’t 
seen any flour for rather a long time. B*gger! We trotted back to the sandwich-munchers and asked if 
they’d seen any other similar runners of a mature disposition. No, they replied. Which meant we had to 
go way back until we found a barely visible Check, cunningly hidden by the Hares under a Foot of 
leaves in the bole of a tree (this one also caught out Itsyor – see below). The one good thing about this 
early disaster was that we stopped to enjoy the view towards Marlow, which was perfectly beautiful. 
Here’s what we saw:- 

 
 
Finally being on Trail, we tripped lightly through the bird-song-filled and Hasher-empty woodland. We 
never did see anyone else after this point. We did meet a friendly lady with two dogs and found a 
Woodland Trust bench in the middle of the forest that was dedicated to Lord Marshall of Knightsbridge 
who was ‘remembered with much affection by his many friends and colleagues throughout the world.’ I 
assume Richard Branson is not one of these friends and colleagues (see the BA ‘dirty tricks’ section 
here). 
 
And then it all went Pete Tong again. On a wide, downhill track we found an arrow with a clear ‘W’ 
against it and, thinking it was specifically for walkers, ignored it and rocketed a long way down the track, 
enjoying the easy canter. It must have been at least another ¼ mile before we realised we hadn’t seen 
any flour. It seemed a fairly long way back up to the ‘W’ arrow. 
 
After winding through the woodland, careering through Cookham Dean, trotting past the (empty of birds) 
turkey farm and cantering over daisy and buttercup-clad Cookham Dean Common we fetched up at a 
small lay-by on a country road that had a circled ‘BS’ crudely sketched on it. Tumbleweed and cicadas. 
Nary a Hasher in sight. The beers had been supped and the runners had slipped away. Blast! 
 
It was a fair old hack from here to get back to the woods above the A404 and we tacitly thanked the 
Hares for their excellent Trail-marking. Even we couldn’t get lost! Winding our way down through the 
woods we finally reached an old ice house set into the hill. Here’s a picture of Iceman, who insisted that 

he owns the place.       

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colin_Marshall,_Baron_Marshall_of_Knightsbridge


 

 

 
 
We found out later that Iceman had been a major Hash Crasher earlier on, tripping over a low pile of 
bricks (goodness knows why!) and scraping his knee, thigh and elbow. 
 
We had one last adrenaline-filled activity before loping in to Bisham Abbey. This was crossing the A404 
by the Bisham roundabout. Despite it being Sunday there seemed to be an awful lot of Mr Toads, racing 
both ways along the dual carriageway. It was a case of spotting a gap in the traffic and legging it across 
like four scalded cats. It must have been quite ‘interesting’ for the earlier and larger group of runners. 
 

Many thanks to our Hares for a magnificent Trail. Please do another one.       

 

On On.   Hashgate. 

ITSYOR’S EVENING SOJOURN  

tsyor managed to enjoy the Trail on Sunday evening and kindly sent in the below report. Thank you 
Itsyor and hope to see you soon. 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

I played my “secret returnee” card again and followed your trail alone this evening, and what a lovely 

warm evening it was too. 

When I pondered the location from my comfy sofa, I thought there were basically 2 choices from Bisham: 

the river or that fiendish ridge up to Cookham Dean. Knowing how much Skinny likes the river, I hoped 

she’d choose the gentler option, perhaps towards Hurley.  How wrong could I be!   

At least you now appear to be going only one way and the trail was quite well marked for me, so not 

much loitering at the checks.  

I came a bit unstuck on the top of the ridge, just before it emerged from the woods to cross the road up 

through Cookham Dean, and it took me an age to figure out I could actually go through the gates into 

the turkey farm (dohh!), otherwise it was pretty straightforward. 

I avoided the long option in Cookham, so I don’t know how much I missed, but I clocked a good 5.5 to 

6 miles, which is enough for my unfit state, especially after that bloody ridge. Mind you, I think I ran 

more than I walked this time so there are signs of improvement. 
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Many thanks to Skinny again for a superb trail in an area in which I could easily have got lost. 

On-on 

Tim (Itsyor) 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

DOWN DOWNS 

e repaired to the lovely surroundings of the orchard, opposite the entrance to the sport centre. 
It was meadow-like, with many daisies and buttercups – one of the best aprés-Hash places. 
Here’s a picture of the idyll. Or it would be, if all those Hashers weren’t lounging around… RA 

Motox officiated, ably assisted by Dipstick. 
 

 
 

Recipient Reason 

Lonely, Andy Turning up late, then pretending that they’d ‘won’. 

Iceman, C5 Today’s Hash Crashers. Quite a lot of spillage from C5 who blamed it on 
the plastic beaker lip! 

Donut, Hashgate Getting lost and missing the Beer Stop event. Doh! 

Tequilova Happy (tomorrow/Monday) Birthday to her. 

Lila This week’s Hash Virgin. Being young she could only have water and 
supped it well. 

SlowSucker Getting lost and generally b*ggering about on the Trail. 

Zebedee Was presented with the ‘La Pecarina’ apron by C5 for misleading the 
FRB’s. 

Foghorn Presented his 900 Hashes badge and mystery (it remained a mystery – we 
didn’t get to find out what it was) award by President BGB. 

SkinnyDipper, 
PrettyInPink 

Today’s excellent Hares. 
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FALSETART COMPLETES HER EPIC JOURNEY 

 number of people have completed the EndtoEnd Land’s End to John o’Groats challenge 
recently, SkinnyDipper and Mr Blobby among them. Donut and I were privileged to join FalseTart 
on Tuesday this week during a sunny walk when she had just 1.4 miles to go. Here are a couple 

of pictures of her, Shifty and Donut. We took the first at 1.2 miles because the crop of flax was so 
beautiful and it made a great shot. The second was taken just as she completed the distance. Well 
done Jill! 

 

FUTURE HASHES 

ince some of the locations are difficult to describe, What3Words identifiers have been added to 
help. Just copy the 3 words below into what3words /// The simplest way to talk about location and 

click , or use the mobile app to see the exact location. You can share or save the details or 
use CityMapper, Google Maps, Bing Maps or Waze to navigate to the place. Some cars include 
What3Words in their satnav. 

 

RUN DATE GRID 

REFERENCE 

VENUE HARES 

2239 20Jun21 
11:00 

SU504678 Henwick Worthy Playing Field 
Henwick Lane 
Thatcham RG18 3BN 
What3Words: 
bottom.hiding.oldest 
 

AWOL 

N/A 21Jun21 
* 04:40 * 

SU583806 Streatley Hill Car Park 
Streatley Hill, Near Goring 
What3Words: 
tiptoes.irrigated.plankton 
 

Spot 
LemonySnicket 

2240 28Jun21 
Monday 
19:30 

SU655645 The Horse & Groom 
The Street, Mortimer Common 
Reading RG7 3RD 
What3Words: fallen.prone.call 

Slapper 
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https://what3words.com/
http://streetmap.co.uk/map?X=450401&Y=167896&A=Y&Z=110
http://streetmap.co.uk/map?X=458350&Y=180650&A=Y&Z=110
http://streetmap.co.uk/map?X=465550&Y=164550&A=Y&Z=110

